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In recent years point-based surfaces have been researched 
as a powerful alternative to triangle meshes when it comes 
to the rendering of highly complex objects due to their 
efficient rendering and flexible geometry processing. 
Traditional haptic rendering methods are based on 
geometric surface representations which mainly consist of 
implicit, polygon, or volume-based representations. These 
methods need some kinds of pre-computed hierarchical 
data structures or connectivity information in order to 
perform graphic and haptic rendering. In this paper, we 
present a haptic rendering system which can perform direct 
visualization and haptic interaction from the unorganized 
points using the point-based rendering approach. Our 
proposed haptic rendering system does not need the 
complexities of pre-computed hierarchical data structures 
and connectivity information in the context of graphic and 
haptic rendering stages. 
Keywords:  Point-based rendering, haptic interaction. 
1 Introduction 
Surface splat, one of the point-based rendering primitives, 
is a powerful alternative to triangle meshes when it comes 
to the rendering of highly complex objects due to its 
potential for high-performance and high-quality rendering 
(Gross et al. 2003). Recently the technological advances in 
3D scanners have made it possible to acquire color as well 
as geometry data of highly complex objects at high speed 
and with good accuracy (Levoy et al. 2000). However, it is 
difficult to generate connectivity or pre-computed 
hierarchical data structures from the heavy data set, in 
order to perform graphic and haptic rendering of complex 
3D geometric objects. In terms of rendering, there are 
traditionally polygon, implicit, and volume-based methods 
                              
which use connectivity or hierarchical data structures. As 
opposed to those methods, point-based rendering methods 
do not have to contain connectivity, hierarchical data 
structures, or maintain consistent topological information.  
In general, geometry-dependent haptic rendering 
algorithms depend on the geometry representation of the 
object being touched, which can broadly be classified into 
two categories: surface haptic rendering algorithms for 
surface data (K.Salisbury 1995, Chih-Hao 1999, L.Kim 
2002, X.Guo 2004) and volumetric haptic rendering 
algorithms for volumetric data (R.S.Avila 1996, William  
1999). The former uses surface data which is defined with 
triangular mesh, polygon, NURBS, and implicit surfaces, 
while the latter uses volume data defined with voxels. 
In spite of the simplicity and flexibility of polygon-based 
graphic and haptic rendering algorithms (K.Salisbury 
1995, Chih-Hao 1999), they have drawbacks in some 
applications. In order to perform graphic and haptic 
rendering of polygon-based surfaces, the points require 
connectivity and topological consistency, which are 
considerably difficult and time consuming from highly 
complex objects. In other words, pre-computed 
connectivity and hierarchical data structures are required 
to perform appropriate graphic and haptic rendering. 
Additionally, graphic and haptic rendering speed depends 
on the number of polygons. For example, Chih-Ho et al. 
used the algorithm that takes advantage of pre-computed 
connectivity information for collision detection between 
the HIP (Haptic Interaction Point) of a force-reflecting 
haptic device and polygon-based objects. Volume-based 
haptic rendering techniques (R.S.Avila 1996, William 
1999) provide faster and more informative representations 
than polygon-based haptic rendering. Implicit-based 
methods (L.Kim 2002, X.Guo 2004) have been proposed. 
However, they also require pre-computed voxel data and a 
large physical memory depending on the voxel data of 3D 
objects in order to perform graphic and haptic rendering.  
In this paper, we propose a surface splatting haptic 
rendering method which does not need connectivity and 
topological consistency during the graphic and haptic 
rendering stages. In addition, the haptic rendering speed 
Copyright © 2006, NLPR.  This paper appeared at the 
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does not depend on the number of surface splats since our 
approach uses only the depth information from the final 
rendered image. 
2 Algorithm Overview 
In this research, there are four steps in haptic rendering of 
unorganized points using surface splats. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 
illustrate the 3D point data acquisition system and the 
whole process of haptic rendering of unorganized points 
using surface splats, respectively. The 3D acquisition 
system can acquire both geometry and color information 
of 3D data of a million points in a few seconds. Fig. 2(top 
left) is a real object. Fig. 2(top right) shows the registered 
and simplified 3D model. Using the adaptive point-based 
simplification algorithm (D.B.Kim 2006) for point-based 
surfaces, the raw 3D point data acquired from the 3D 
scanner is to be sub-sampled and processed efficiently 
from a dense set of point samples into a sparse set of object 
space splats that provide an approximation (16,800 surface 
splats) of the original model (346,733 points), as shown in 
Fig. 2(top right). The registered and processed point 
samples are rendered by a hardware accelerated 
point-based rendering system (L.Ren 2002, R.B.Pajaorla 
2004) based on blending and visibility splatting, as shown 
in Fig. 2(bottom left). Fig. 2(bottom right) shows our 
proposed haptic rendering system using a PHANToM 
haptic interface (SensAble Technology) which can 
perform graphic and haptic rendering without any 
connectivity information in the whole graphic pipeline. 
 
Fig. 1: 3D data acquisition system: 3D color scanner, 
viewing booth, and luminance (D65) 
         
          
Fig. 2: Haptic rendering of unorganized points using 
surface splats 
3 Point-based graphics rendering 
Surface splats were first proposed for graphic rendering 
purposes by Zwicker et al. 2002. In order to bridge the 
gaps among neighboring point samples, point pi is 
represented with normal vector ni and radius ri, thereby 
turning it into an object-space circular disk, as shown in 
Fig. 3(left). When the normal vector of a point is not 
available, it can be estimated by using the neighborhood of 
each sample point. Since there is no connectivity 
information among points, the local neighborhood is 
usually constructed using k- nearest neighbors which can 
be computed by using a kd-tree in the processing stage 
(R.B.Pajaorla 2004). Spatial extent of each point can be 
estimated according to the depth of each grid (D.B.Kim 
2006).  
 
Fig.  3: Surface splats 
The major challenge in the rendering stage is to generate a 
smooth and continuous point-based surface between 
discrete points projected on the screen. For rendering 
acquired and adaptive sampled point clouds, we use the 
approach which is based on point blending and splatting 
using graphics hardware (L.Ren 2002, R.B.Pajaorla 2004). 
In order to achieve smooth and continuous interpolation 
between projected point splats on a screen, a weighted 
blending of their (illuminated) colors should be assigned to 
each splat. We express the color of a pixel (u, v) as c(u, v) 
=∑Ψi(u, v) ·ci, which is a weighted combination of the 
colors of the point splats pi overlapping the pixel (u, v) in 
the screen space. We define the blending weights Ψi as 
functions over the point splat in the object space. We 
implement the blending by representing the blending 
functions Ψi as α-textures. Thus the Ψi parameterization, 
with respect to its onscreen projection, is given implicitly 
by texture mapping the projected ellipse representing the 
point splat pi. 
Furthermore, the irregular arrangement of splats covering 
the object means that the weighted blending is separated 
into the weighted fraction c(u, v) = ∑ Ψi (u, v)·ci/∑ Ψi (u, v), 
which allows us using one simple and rotationally 
symmetric blending kernel Ψ for all points. Therefore, we 
can achieve an intermediate per-pixel weighted blending 
by rendering the visible points pi with α-texture map 
corresponding to the blending kernel Ψ. 
Visibility splatting and blending of point splats uses 
hardware acceleration in order to render efficiently and 
scan convert points as α-texture. The α-texture represents 
the blending kernel Ψ, and we achieve the splat shape. We 
use a ε-z-buffer technique (L.Ren 2002, R.B.Pajaorla 
2004) to determine visibility and blend multiple points pi 
overlapping a pixel (u, v), as shown in Fig. 4(left). This 
modified z-buffer visibility test allows accumulation and 
blending of color information from multiple point splats 
overlapping a given pixel within a small depth-range ε. 
After this stage, the rendered image contains per-pixel 
correct, proportionally blended colors c′(u, v) =∑ Ψi (u, 
v) ·ci. 
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After visibility splatting and blending, the accumulated 
per-pixel blending weights generally do not sum up to 
unity. Therefore, the per-pixel normalization can be 
performed at the cost of rendering one textured rectangle 
using a simple fragment program. We obtain the final 
color by dividing the intermediate color by the 
accumulated per-pixel blending weights, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4(right). For every incoming pixel fragment, its color 
is normalized by dividing each color channel by the alpha 
value. The resulting color vector is written to the output 
which results in the final correct color assigned to the pixel 
fragment in the color frame buffer. 
 
Fig. 4: Visibility splatting and blending based on 
graphics hardware 
4 Haptic Interaction 
Haptic interaction provides the user with tactual sensory 
information of environments and allows exploration or 
interactive manipulation through haptic interfaces. Fig. 5 
shows a proposed block diagram of haptic system which is 
composed of two parts: a graphic and a haptic rendering 
engine. The graphics engine manages the point-based 
graphic rendering of the 3D virtual objects. The haptic 
engine provides feedback at an update rate of 1KHz, 
generally the accepted figure for the presentation of 
convincing kinesthetic sensations. 
In the case of point based graphic rendering method, 
geometry connectivity between point samples is not 
necessary. In haptic rendering, we used local depth 
information from the final rendered image in order to 
perform collision detection and force computation. Haptic 
interaction in such a point based mode generally occurs 
between the haptic probe and a very small portion of the 
virtual environment. Therefore, to perform collision 
detection, only the local geometry information near the 
probe is required. In order to generate this information 
with the graphics hardware, we used virtual cameras 
which see a portion of virtual object corresponding to the 
haptic probe (J.P.Kim 2004). With local depth information 
with respect to haptic interaction point, a collision between 
the probe’s position and a portion of the virtual object can 
be easily detected through depth comparison. 
For collision response, Local Occupancy Map Instance 
(LOMI) has been devised (J.P.Kim 2004). The LOMI 
which is created and updated at each haptic loop is a 
spatio-temporal occupancy map with voxel data structures 
for describing local surface details of the virtual object 
around the IHIP (ideal HIP). The LOMI has rectangular 
3D grid which is composed of memory cells containing 
three voxel types (free space, interior, and surface). The 
LOMI is created and updated at each haptic rendering loop 
by using depth information acquired from virtual cameras. 
After the IHIP is determined through minimization 
constrained by the surface voxel in the LOMI, the contact 
force is generated through a simple linear spring model 
between the current position of the haptic probe (HIP) and 
the calculated IHIP. The proposed algorithm is fast due to 
local information processing, and offers the user to interact 
with primitive or complex objects which are visually 
rendered by graphic hardware. 
 
Fig. 5: Block diagram of a proposed haptic system 
5 Experimental Result 
Our proposed haptic interaction is applied to the wood 
duck model obtained by a 3D color laser scanner and 
various models. The haptic rendering system was 
implemented on an Intel-based PC (3.2 GHz Pentium IV, 
1GB Ram, GeForce 6800 graphics card) under Windows 
XP. We used the PHANToM Omni haptic interface made 
by SensAble Technologies as our haptic display, as shown 
in Fig. 6. The haptic application is multi-threaded, with 
haptic force computation thread running at a high priority. 
The graphic rendering is separately executed. 
Fig. 6 shows the haptic interaction for point-based surface 
representations using unorganized points. The haptic 
interface provides high-performance 3D positioning, force 
reflecting, and a 3 DOF orientation sensing gripper. Using 
a gripper which is attached to the end of the device, users 
can move a haptic interaction point (HIP) through a 
monitor and touch the virtual object which is rendered by 
surface splats. Users can feel the force feedback 
interaction with the virtual objects. 
Fig. 7 illustrates other examples of highly complex 3D 
point-based surfaces (hundreds of thousands of surface 
splats) which can be touched and felt through a haptic 
interface. In these figures, both the blue point and red line 
represent the actual haptic interaction point and computed 
force vector respectively. 
Table 1 shows that our approach reduces the 
computational time, makes the haptic servo speed 
independent of the number of surface splats of the virtual 
objects, and results in stable haptic interaction with highly 
complex objects. The unit of rendering speed is in 
milliseconds. Also, the measured time represents average 
value of one thousand measurements. However, the 
graphic rendering speed becomes slower as the number of 
surface splats increases. 
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 Fig. 6: Haptic rendering of unorganized points using 
surface splats 
   
Fig. 7: Examples of 3D point-based surfaces which can 
be touched and felt through a haptic interface. 





Duck 16,800 1.6 (ms) 0.3 (ms) 
Bunny 35,947 3.1 (ms) 0.3 (ms) 
Venus 67,180 6.0 (ms) 0.3 (ms) 
Teeth 116,604 10.8 (ms) 0.3 (ms) 
Table 1: Graphic & haptic rendering speed for various 
3D point-based surfaces 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a haptic rendering system of 
unorganized points using surface splats, which enables the 
user to touch and feel 3D virtual objects. Experimental 
rendering results demonstrate that our proposed system 
can perform direct graphic and haptic rendering without 
using any pre-computed hierarchical data structures and 
connectivity during the graphic and haptic rendering 
procedures. Using the depth information from the final 
rendered image, the haptic rendering speed is independent 
of the number of surface splats. In future we will 
implement a haptic rendering system, which can deform 
3D point-based surfaces without using any connectivity in 
highly complex models. 
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